
Small guide for the game mechanics  
(or the fight against the midlife crisis)  �        

This is not a real walkthrough with exactly values, only a little help what for 
mechanics are in the game and what is possible. It says nothing about whats exactly 
needed. It is possible that events are in the game are not listed there. 

Thanks for playing the game and your support. 

This is for the 0.1 version of the game. 

Attention: The things can change with future versions. 

 

General: (not for the hidden Variables) 

Variables Raise with (for some action you need a certain value) 
Fitness Jogging alone  

Jogging with Lisa  
Jogging with Michelle 

Farmerjob 
Knowledge Reading books  

Watch TV 
Farmerjob 

Job experience for the job Farmerjob 
Corruption Masturbate in bath 

 Masturabte and thinking about your wife 
Look through Lisas keyhole 

Look closer to other woman (Jogging) 
Look closer to Lisa (Jogging)  
Look at Lisa in the living room 

Corruption Michelle Gifts: erotic book, hardcore book 
Corruption Lisa Gifts: erotic book 

Relationship Michelle Massage her 
Cook a meal for your family 

Ask about her day 
Gifts: flowers, welness 

Relationship Lisa Cook a meal for your family 
Ask about her day 

Gifts: book, PC game 
Real Estate Put Novos on it at the bank account 

Hygiene Not important yet 
Stamina Not important yet 
Energy Not important yet 

 

• For earning more money in your job you need job experience fitness and 
knowledge. 

 

 



Whats included and which variables are necessary: 

M: Michelle 

L: Lisa 

To do Variables 
Masturbate: thinking about your wife Corruption 

Look at Lisa when you jogging Corruption 
Look at Lisa in the living room Corruption 
Look through Lisas keyhole Corruption 

Michelle wear more open clothes in the bedroom Relationship Michelle 
Michelle wear more open clothes by the massage Relationship Michelle 

Michelle wear more open clothes in the kitchen M: Relationship, Corruption, Real Estate 
Michelle go jogging with the MC Relationship Michelle 

Michelle wear more open clothes by jogging M: Relationship, Corruption, 
Michelle take the erotic book as a gift Relationship Michelle 

Michelle take the hardcore book as a gift Relationship Michelle 
Lisa go jogging with the MC Relationship Lisa 

Lisa wear more open clothes by jogging L: Relationship, Corruption 
Lisa take the erotic book as a gift Relationship Lisa 

Lisa wear more open clothes when you give her a gift L: Relationship, Corruption 
Lisa wear more open clothes when MC look through the 

keyhole: morning, sleeping time and changing clothes time 
L: Relationship, Corruption 

 

Have fun. 

Best regards 

Your Xagrim 
https://www.patreon.com/Xagrimsgameforge 

 


